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 “Amber’s Hat Pin”
As seen in the Rings & Things 2007-08 wholesale catalog

Created by: Mary Morton

Suggested Materials:
Qty. Stock Name
4 #05-000-04-01 4mm faceted round Swarovski® crystal beads, crystal
3 #05-305-05-16 5mm faceted Swarovski crystal spacers, rose
4 #05-308-06-01 6mm faceted Swarovski crystal disks, AB
1 #05-500-09-01 6x9mm faceted Swarovski crystal teardrop, crystal
2 #05-301-04-122 4mm Swarovski crystal bicones, light rose
1 #38-010 6” solid brass hat pin
2 #27-573-4 3mm round metal beads, gold plated
2 #37-815 1.5” gold-filled head pins
1 #24-998-06 6mm round gold-filled SmartBead BPS™

Tools:  Heavy-duty round-nose pliers

To make this design:
1. Using round-nose pliers, bend the end of the brass hat pin into a loop.

2. Slide your SmartBead onto the flat-tipped end of the hat pin, followed by one teardrop bead and one wafer shaped bead.

TIP:  SmartBeads need no gluing or crimping to be held in place. They are created with a bead positioning system (BPS™) that holds
the bead in position wherever you want it to stay.

3. Using your heavy-duty pliers, create a loop at the flat-tipped end of your hat pin.

4. On a head pin, add a round crystal bead, a disk, a rose spacer, a second disk, and another round crystal bead. Create a loop at the
end of the pin using your round-nose pliers.

5. On a second head pin, add a round crystal bead, a gold-plated round bead, a rose bicone, a rose spacer bead, a disk bead, another
rose spacer bead, another rose bicone, another gold-plated round bead and a final round crystal bead. Create a loop at the end of
your pin using your round-nose pliers.

6. Attach both eye pin dangles (from steps 5 and 6) to the loop you created in step 3.


